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(54) Title: METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR SOCIAL OVERLAY VISUALIZATION

100 (57) Abstract: i at least some embodiments, a computer system
includes a processor and a storage device coupled to the processor.
The storage device stores a program that, when executed, causes
the processor to generate information for social overlay visualiza
tion based on dynamic visual signals.
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What is claimed is;

. A computer system, comprising;

a processor;

a cam era,

a storage device coupled to the proo s or and storing a program that, when executed,

causes the processor to generate information for social overlay visualization based

on i ages captured by the camera;

wherein the information comprises:

a background scene captured by the camera that Includes a signaling device

participating in social overlay visualization; and

data derived from dynamic visual signals generated by the signaling device overlaid

on the background scene.

2, The computer system of claim 1, wherein the program, when executed, causes the

processor to generate dynamic visual signal coding for a participant of social overlay visualization

based on a dynamic vicinity designation and a light signal generation unit interface associated with

the participant,

3. The computer system of claim wherein the program, when executed, causes the

processor to generate socialization overlay data for a participant of social overlay visualization

based on observed dynamic visual signals and a social overlay visualization interface unit

associated with the participant.

, The oomputer system of el i \ , wherein program, when executed, causes the

processor to forward information between a dynamic signaling control system and a signal

generation unit.

. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the program, when executed, causes th

processor to capture images and decode dynamic visual signal related to said social overlay

visualization.
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6. A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing a program that, when executed, causes

a processor to generate information for social overlay visualization based on images captured by a

camera; wherein the information comprises;

a background scene captured by the camera that includes signaling device participating i

social overlay visualization; and

data, derived from dynamic visual signals generated by t signaling device overlaid on the

background scene.

7. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 6, wherein the program, when

executed, causes the processor to generate dynamic visual signal coding for a participant of social

overlay visualization based on a dynamic vicinity designation and a light signal generation unit

interface associated with the participant.

8. The non-transitory omp tcr adab e medium of claim 6, wherein the program, when

executed, causes the processor to generate socialization overlay data f r a participant of social

overlay visualization based on observed dynamic visual signals and a sooial overlay visualization

interface unit associated with the participant

9. Th nonrtransitory computer-readable medium of claim 6, wherein th program, when

executed, causes the processor to forward information between a dynamic signaling control system

and a signal generation unit.

10. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of olftim 6, wherein the program, when

executed, causes the processor to capture images and decode a dynamic visual signal related to said

social overlay visualization.

. A method, comprising:

receiving, by a processor, a request related to sooial overlay visualization; and

generating, by the , information for social overlay visualization based on images

captured by a camera; wherein the information comprises;
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a background scene captured by the camera that includes a signaling device

participating in sooia overlay visualization; and

data derived fro dynamic visual signals generated by th signaling device overlaid

on the background.

. The method of claim 11, further comprising generating dynamic visual signal coding for a

participant of social overlay visualization baited on a dyna e vicinity designation and a light

signal generation unit interface associated with the participant.

1 , The method of claim 11, further comprising generating socialization overlay data for a

participant of social overlay visualization based on observed dynamic visual signals and a social

overlay visualization interface unit associated with th participant.

14, The method of claim 1 , further comprising forward information between a dynamic

signaling control system and a signal generation unit.

15. The method of claim , further comprising capturing images and decoding a dynamic

visual signal related to said social overlay visualization.
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